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BLUGLASS INSTALLS UPGRADED RPCVD CHAMBER  

 

Key Points: 

 

 BluGlass has completed the installation of its upgraded RPCVD chamber to assist in 

demonstrating the scaling of the technology 

 This advanced design aims to build on current performance and improve the uniformity of the 

low temperature RPCVD process  

 

Australian technology innovator, BluGlass Limited (ASX: BLG) has today announced that it has 

completed the installation of an RPCVD chamber upgrade which is now fully operational.   

 

This newest chamber installation is part of BluGlass’ scaling plans for the commercialisation of RPCVD 

and has been designed to improve the uniformity of the low temperature manufacturing process. This 

upgrade has been implemented on BluGlass’ smaller RPCVD chamber called the BLG-180. Upon 

optimising the new chamber on the BLG-180, BluGlass anticipates that a similar upgrade will be applied 

to the larger RPCVD chamber, the BLG-300. 

 

BluGlass is currently focused on demonstrating LED efficiency improvements with several major LED 

players. In addition to the industry collaborations working on LED efficiency improvements, BluGlass is 

also required to demonstrate the scalability of the RPCVD technology in order to align with current LED 

manufacturing capabilities within the industry.  While BluGlass has to date retrofitted both Veeco and 

Aixtron deposition systems, these are relatively small by today’s LED manufacturing standards.  

Following a successful demonstration of uniformity, a similar upgrade will be fitted onto our larger 

RPCVD system. BluGlass also intends to work with manufacturing partners for further scaling of the  



 

 

 

systems to commercial production standards using the same scalable design approach currently being 

tested on site at BluGlass. 

 

The upgraded chamber has been designed to build on and improve current performance data, including 

both thickness and performance uniformity using an easily scalable chamber design that can be applied 

to larger deposition areas. BluGlass chose to implement this design on the smaller of the two RPCVD 

systems to avoid any disruption to the current collaborations with our industry partners that continue to 

make positive progress using our larger RPCVD system.  

 
 

-Ends- 

 
 
 

ABOUT BLUGLASS 

BluGlass Limited (winner of the 2013 Australian Technologies Competition) is an Australian green technology 

company formed to commercialise a breakthrough in the Semiconductor Industry.  

BluGlass has invented a new process using Remote Plasma Chemical Vapour Deposition (RPCVD) to grow 

semiconductor materials such as gallium nitride (GaN) and indium gallium nitride (InGaN), crucial to the production 

of high efficiency devices such as next generation lighting technology Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) and power 

electronics, with advanced performance and low cost potential. 

The RPCVD technology, because of its low temperature and highly flexible nature, offers many potential benefits 

over existing technologies including higher efficiency, lower cost, substrate flexibility including GaN on silicon and 

greater scalability. www.bluglass.com.au  
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